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Summary
The XMII iGrid control provides a powerful but easy-to-use grid component for viewing data from virtually any
of the SAP XMII connectors. It also provides color-context sensitive highlighting to accentuate data elements
based on certain values or value ranges. The purpose of this document is to instruct and show examples of
the color-contexting feature of the SAP XMII iGrid component when multiple conditional logic is required to
do the highlighting.
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Introduction
The color-contexting feature of the xMII iGrid component is a great way to highlight elements based on
certain values or value ranges. However, when color-contexting is processed in Number Match Mode, a
less-than-or-equal-to (<=) row-by-row comparison based upon the number is done. If the comparison is not
true, the operation continues until a match is found. If color-contexting is based upon a single value (one
column in the query output), the color-contexting works as you would expect. However, trying to use more
than one numeric column to do the color-contexting value can be problematic because the conditions of
multiple columns are “anded” together. For example, say you wanted to color-context a row under this
condition: if column1_value <= 0 AND column2_value <=0, then highlight the row in red - this works just fine.
But what if you want to highlight the row if column1_value <= 0 OR column2_value <= 0? Or if
column1_value > 50 AND column2_value < 100? This document will show you how to convert these
conditions into a single String representation in order to overcome this limitation.
Additionally, color-contexting in the Display Template Editor is limited to matching either String or Number
values; it doesn’t handle matching both at once; this problem too can be solved by conversion to a single
String representation.
One way to get over these hurdles is to add a match column in your SQL query such as:
(CASE WHEN Category = ‘Engineering Stops’ AND Time >= 6 THEN ‘R’
ELSE ‘G’ END) As ColorIndicator
Thus, a single String value represents multiple conditional logic statements. Then, use the String Match
Mode to do the color-contexting where R = red and G = green (for example), and setting the ColorIndicator
column width=0 to hide it from view.

Another way to accomplish this is to use Business Logic Services to provide a Calculated Column called
something like “ColorIndicator”. In the grid, use the ColorIndicator column as your context-sensitive coloring
mechanism. In Business Logic Services, you could use almost any complex rule/expression you wanted to
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set the ColorIndicator value. It is always best to do this type of work on the server side if possible, as this
makes it much easier to manage and maintain.

Some things to remember:
1. The new column name must be mapped in on the Data Mapping tab of the Display Template; on the
Layout tab, you can adjust its width to zero so the column is not displayed.
2. Make sure the Match Mode is set to String.

Procedure
Open up the Logic Editor found under Business Logic Services in the xMII main menu.
This is the overall transaction that we will set up step by step:

Setting Up the Transaction Output Property
1. Click on the Transaction menu item at the top of the Logic Editor.
2. Click Add and create a property called “outputXML” of Data Type Xml; make sure the Output
Parameter? checkbox is checked.
3. Click OK.
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4. Click OK again.

Setting up the Tag Query Action Block
1. Add a Tag Query action block (found under xMII Data Queries) to the initial sequence.
2. Right click on the action block and select ‘Configure’ to open the Configuration Editor.
3. Add the following parameters by filling in the parameter name and parameter value and clicking the
“Add Param” button:
• Mode
History
• Server
Simulator
• Tagname.1
CylTemp1
• Tagname.2
CylTemp2
4. Click OK to close the Editor.
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Setting up the Calculated Columns Action Block
1. Add a sequence by right-clicking on the IllumTagQuery action block and clicking ‘Add Sequence’.
2. From the XML Functions menu item, add a Calculated Columns action.
3. Right click on this action block and select ‘Configure’ to open the Configuration Editor. Use the
Browse button to configure the Document Source to be the result of the Illuminator Tag Query.
4. Next, define a column called ‘ColorIndicator’ of Data Type String.
5. In the Expression box, type stringif(CylTemp1 < 15 or CylTemp2 > 20, "red", "green"), then click the
‘Add’ button.
6. Click OK. (Note: you may need to experiment with the comparison values to produce the two
different colors).
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Setting up the Assignment Action Block
1. Add a sequence by right-clicking on the Calculated Columns action block and clicking ‘Add
Sequence’.
2. From the Logic menu item, add an Assignment action.
3. Right click on this action block and click ‘Links’ to open up the Link Editor.
4. Expand the Calculated Columns action in the left-hand pane; expand the Transaction option in the
right-hand pane. Link the Output of the Calculated Columns action to the outputXML Transaction
property we created earlier.
5. Close the Link Editor.
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Save the Transaction
Name the transaction and save it. If any errors occur, recheck the configuration. Run the transaction by
pressing F5 (Execute) or F6 (Execute Without Step Trace) to make sure there are no errors.

Viewing the Result
1. To view the result of this transaction, open up the Query Template Editor and click the ‘New’ button,
then select ‘XacuteQuery’ as the template type and click OK.
2. On the Transaction tab, from the Folders box, click on the folder containing the transaction.
3. In the Transactions box, click on the transaction name.
4. In the Outputs box, click on the ‘outputXML’ property we defined in the transaction..
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5. Click on the ‘Test’ button and then click on OK to view the results of this query. The result set should look
something like this:
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Setting Up the Display Template
1. Create a new iGrid template. Make sure the Grid Type is “Grid”.
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2. Click on the Data Mapping Tab. Browse for and select the XacuteQuery you created. Map the
CylTemp1, CylTemp2, and ColorIndicator columns into the Display Columns area on the left.
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3. Click on the Layout tab. Note that the ColorIndicator column can have a Width of “0” if you don’t want to
display it in the grid.

4. Click on the Color Context tab. Type in “ColorIndicator” as the Match Column Name, choose red as the
Match Color and type in “red” (one of the String values our query is returning) as the first Match Value –
make sure to click the set button after each. Repeat the procedure with the Match Color as green and the
Match Value as “green” (the other String value our query is returning). Make sure the Match Mode is “String”
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5. Save the Display Template. Create an applet using the Dynamic Page Generator to view the result.
Your applet should look something like this:
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6. Bonus: by checking the “Dynamic Background Color?” option on the General Tab you can highlight the
background color instead of the text color.
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Conclusion
Adding an additional match column to your SQL query or using the Business Logic Services “Calculated
Column” action block are two strategies that can be used to perform color-contexting when multiple
conditional logic statements that fall outside the default pattern are required.
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